
COVER STORY 

 
 

I‟m Cathi Watson, Chicago Bred & Born… 
 a devotee of challenges, drama and intrigue. 

Multi-Media-Radio/TV/Performing Artist-Arts 
Exercise Evangelist…Author-Speaker 

“a dynamic diva without boundaries!” 
 

If the French can make humanitarianism ROMANTIC, then I can make 
AGING GLAMOROUS AND STYLISH in America! 

 
Can a 70 something, high energy, dauntless DYNAMIC DIVA  
make “Aging Glamorous and Stylish” in America knowing 

America loves playing the YOUTH CARD! 
 

MY MISSION… 
To Redefine the Perception of AGING in AMERICA, NOW! 

 
I‟ve been thinking about the pandemic “YOUTH‟ craze enveloping America. 
It‟s like a strangle-hold.  Americans can‟t seem to let go.  What‟s the 
obsession?  We all know YOUTH is a marvelous time…experimenting, trials 
and tribulations, dealing with dancing hormones but don‟t you think it‟s 
time to “think-out-of-the-box,” to recognize Divas who‟ve made remarkable 
contributions to life and still are, plus paving the way for aspiring 
entrepreneurs. 
 
Why I ask, when you‟re over 50, you‟re invisible, extinct.  Are marketers so 
linear they can‟t see the bigger picture?  Come on we‟re living longer,  
eh-gads 77 million BOOMERS, 80 million over 65 more than ages 25-45 
with disposable and discretionary income and willing to spend in their best 
interest, but where in Americas‟ market place are their best interest,  I sure 
don‟t know. 
 
HELLO, is it me?  I‟m not hearing protests from my peers, so I‟ll go it alone. 
I refuse to be INVISIBLE-EXTINCT! 
 
Move over Bernard Kouchner, a 60 something high energy French Foreign  
Minister who made humanitarianism ROMANTIC, leave it to the French. 
I love it….smile! 
 

Marvelous segue to engage you, captivate you in embracing… 



“Ageless for Life…Aging with Style” 
Did you know a new ERA is EMERGING for AGELESS… 

Aging with Glamour and Style 
 

AGING has been theorized, intellectualized and spiritualized but  
NEVER GLAMOURIZED! 

 
Who said you can‟t be 

 sexy and sensationally glamorous  50 and beyond. 
The NEW AGING PARADIGM REDEFINES AGING. 

 
The Dynamic, Vibrant 60-70 Diva is the  

NEW 40-50 Diva. 
 

A backward look is helpful in understanding my MISSION/PASSION. 
 

SIDE BAR 
I‟ve been fortunate to experience life with naiveté 

 combined with intelligent, creative, 
 visionary and futuristic insights. 

 
MY STORY: 
 From the Classical World of Ballet, Haute Couture, to Wife, Mother, Nana 
and Solo-Preneur, how did I get from there to here.  To be honest, I don‟t 
know.  I think some of us come into this world with a fire-in-the-belly desire 
to make a difference in peoples‟ lives.  Many are selected, perhaps I was 
chosen. 
 
When I was seven, I knew I didn‟t want to grow old.  I was raised in an 
immigrant environment.  My parents were among the many who made their 
way to America from Europe in the early nineteen hundreds.  I saw  hard –
working, over-worked men and women struggle to survive, to keep their 
families together.  I didn‟t know it then, but that was the beginning of my 
fascination with aging.   
 
One thing that‟s fresh in my mind, most of the men and women were in 
their thirties, but looked fifty.  They didn‟t know or even care about 
methods to slow the aging process.  Their concern was the welfare of the 
family.  I knew then, there had to be a way to grow older without growing 
and looking old! 
 
A flash back to my youth…at age 11, I was introduced to Classical Ballet. 
Age 12, I auditioned to go on the road with summer revues performing at 
Local and State Fairs.  The five years I toured where glorious, times were 
gentler then. 
 



The lure of traveling and rigorous schedule of ballet began to wane.  
Shortly after my decision not to continue my career in the World of Ballet, I 
met Bill, my husband.  Imagine, a gal from the World of Classical Ballet and 
Haute Couture finding happiness with an IRONWORKER, how unlikely.  
Most would agree this union did not scream longevity, “eh-gads” don‟t you 
know you have nothing in common.  But wait a minute, not so fast,  O.K. we 
were both spoiled and free of responsibility, I was 20 and Bill was 26 when 
we married.  Bill, an only child accustomed to having his own way and me 
touring the States living an exciting life.  Getting married was a wake-up 
call for us.  The honest truth, we had our doubts but we stuck it out with all 
of the twists, turns on this incredible journey in personal growth.  But alas 
time and maturity prevailed and here we are (as of this writing) on the brink 
of our 55th year and they said it wouldn‟t last….smile.  What did we learn, 
marriage is unconditional acceptance, warts and all. 
 
I stayed home raising three beautiful children, Cyndy, Bill and Bob.  By the 
time Bob was 2yrs old, my creative juices were kicking in.  Time to re-enter 
the artistic world.  This was the beginning of a very successful career in 
fashion.  Not only did I own the Fashion Agency, I was the creative artistic 
producer, marketing and advertising director of the fashion show 
productions.  Most people see fashion as GLAMOROUS.  On the surface, 
yes, what you don‟t see is the sweat and tears behind the scenes.  Let me 
tell you, I never worked so hard in my life…I loved every minute of it. 
 
Developer of the “Art of Professional Fashion Modeling,” geared to 
aspiring models or the adult who wanted to improve her image.  In 1974, I 
had four national winners.  What a thrill to witness their transformation. 
 
Even at that time (1970s) the emphasis was on “youth.”  From facial and 
tongue stretch exercises (exclusively mine) that help provide a natural lift 
to the muscles of the face without stretching the skin I was inspired to 
developed the “Exciting Woman Program,” hands-on methods and 
techniques that enhance the beauty, charm and achievements of women no 
matter their age and keep them looking and feeling forever young. 
 
After creating all these wonderful shows/programs, I was inspired to 
pursue my PASSION about the POWER OF LIFE.  I spent many hours in the 
library studying the process of aging.  At birth we‟re dealt our genetic 
cards, our blueprint, how we play them is up to us, choose wisely.  This 
was another AH-HAH.”  I thought of my immigrant parents, my role models 
to this day.  My Hungarian Mother was the greatest nutritionist in the 
World, but didn‟t know it.  I thank her every day for my good health and 
strong body.  My Croatian Father had excellent work ethics, he would say, 
“if your work isn‟t done by 10 A.M. you‟ve wasted your day, although he did 
get up at 4:30 AM every day.  Pa‟s work ethics made an indelible 
impression on me. 



Mark Twain said and I quote…”Age is a matter of the mind, if you don‟t 
mind, it doesn‟t matter.” 
 

“WHAT GETS WORSE WITH AGE GETS BETTER WITH EXERCISE!” 
There I said the dreaded “E” word.  Come on, the older we get, the more 
maintenance is required.  At age 20, Life is yours to dare.  Exercise is an option, 
later in life it‟s a MUST.  Most people go through an exercise phase, I never out-
grew mine. 
 
Along with body exercising, I include BRAIN POWER.  I have a monologue that 
takes about 15 minutes a day.  I‟ve memorized Shakespeare, Charlotte Pease, 
Hamlet, Affirmations and just recently, Evita, plus others. 
 

My exercise routine is daunting…work out 5-6 days a 
week…depending on my work load anywhere from 45 minutes to 
1-1/2 hours.  Stairmaster, Elliptical, Treadmill plus weight cross 
training. 
 

I‟m a power stair climber, 
 

BEGAN CLIMINGING AT AGE 46….1980 

31 YEARS AND GOING STRONG! 
 

 February 26, 2006, “Hustle-Up-The-Hancock” benefiting 
Respiratory Health Association, I climbed and finished for the 
sixth time, what a RUSH! 
 
They came from far and near, they came from all backgrounds, 
ethnicities, all ages, short and tall.  They came all four thousand 
to challenge themselves to fulfill a commitment, to pay homage 
to those who paid a tragic price to ”smoke their last cigarette.”  
Six to 79 years, a tribute to determination, no easy task… 
 
I WENT, I CONQUERED…94 floors…1,632 stairs.  The view from 
the TOP 
of the Hancock, INEXPLICABLE.  THE RUSH, UNDENIABLE, THE 
CONQUEST, a tribute to perseverance, determination and I‟ll 
keep “HUSTLING‟ until I see you at the TOP! 7th climb…Feb 24, 
2008…First time ½ climb finisher…52 flights…21 mins. 
 
MARCH 8, 2009…CLIMB CHICAGO…PRESIDENTIAL TOWER 
50 FLOORS…19 MINUTES  



MARCH 28, 2010…FIGHT FOR AIR CLIMB…PRESIDENTIAL 
TOWERS 
50 FLOORS…15 MINUTES … 
 
FEBRUARY 13, 2011. OAKBROOKE TERRACE STAIR CLIMB 
31 FLIGHTS…13 MIN. 
 
MARCH 27, 2011…SAME CLIMB…50 FLS…16 MIN 
I was the OLDEST but not the SLOWEST…YEAH! 
 
In Hawaii they have a saying…”It doesn‟t Matter how fast or slow 
you go…JUST FINISH!” 

 
Moving Higher on the Path of Life which has no end, only 

NEW BEGINNINGS! 
 
I am the creator of and expert on “Simply Ageless” for 
Life…Aging with Style.” To add credence to my life, I just 
completed and self-published “The Elixir of Youth” Secrets of a 
Spring Chicken.”  I‟ve bared my soul and secrets in the one and 
only SECRET RECIPE BOOK FOR LIFE, YOUR LIFE, all brought 
together in the book with creative, intelligent visionary and 
futuristic insights.  Five and ½ decades (55 yrs) in development 
and research.  My methods and techniques are easy to learn, 
and once you‟ve learned them, they‟re yours for life!  THE 
RESULTS ARE AMAZING!  The “Elixir”  is available in E-BOOK 
FORMAT…log-on www.cathiwatson.com...Click on Books, voila, 
you‟re there. 
 
It‟s time for me to share my passion and mission paving the way 
for aspiring entrepreneurs and for all who want to enhance the 
quality of their life regardless of age and gender. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



STATS: 
 

Multi-Media-Maven…Radio/TV/Print…Performance 
Artist…Exercise Evangelist…Author…Guest Speaker on Int‟l 
Cruise Ships…and the beat goes on…..and on. 
 
Blog Talk Internet Radio shows “The Cathi  Watson 
Show…Simply Ageless‟ and “Seniors on the Move” have been 
tagged favorites on Blog Talk 
Radio…www.blogtalkradio.com/cathiwatson 
 
Award Winning Chicago Public Access TV Host/Producer 
1st Place…”Ballet Chicago” 
1st Place…”Hollywood & the Whiz Kid” 
Honorable Mention/Hometown Festival…”Homage a Sadelle.” 
 
Stage & Theatre Personality 
Performed in  Stephan Metcalf‟s stage play “Emily” as Deidre to 
raving reviews. 
 
“LOVE LETTERS”  A.R. Gurney…starring a retired Ironworker 
and Cathi from the Classics. On stage we ignited RAW 
PASSION….2006 & 2007 
 
Teamed with Clark Weber, Midwest Radio Legend….2007 
Village Players Theatre, Oak Park, Illinois 
 
MOVE OVER AMERICAN IDOL, BRITAIN, CHICAGO HAS 
TALENT, ACTING THAT IS….CAN TWO SIZZLING SENSATIONAL 
SEXY SENOIRS ROCK THE STAGE, YOU BET THEY CAN AND 
THEY DID! “LOVE LETTERS”…starring Burt Natarus, former 
Chicago 42nd ward Alderman/Actor and Cathi Watson….May 13 & 
May 16, 2009…Village Players Performing Arts Center. 
 
LOVE-LETTERS…Burt Natarus and Cathi take the stage at World 
Famous „ZANIES” on Wells St. in Chicago…December 6, 2009 
 
LOVE-LETTERS…March 22, 2010…Burt Natarus and Cathi 

performed for the Seniors in Elgin…Sponsored by Senator 
Michael J. Nolan…22nd District 



„TIMELESS RYTHMS OF THE SOUL & SHAKESPEARE…Roger 
Plummer/vocalist  & Cathi Watson. 
Shakespeare‟s works portray many of the same themes found in 
the GREAT SOUL SONGS 
WRITTEN 400 YEARS LATER. Performances:  April 8, 2010 and 
June 8, 2010…August 25, 2010. 
 
January 10, 2011…Senior Community…they loved “Timeless.” 
 
Guest on Oprah…”Are You Afraid of Aging” 
 
Author and contributing author…4 books. 
“The Heart of the Lion”… my trip to Africa…with Tom Puttrich 
 
“101 Great Ways to Improve your Life.”…contributing author 
 
“The Elixir of Youth” Secrets of a Spring Chicken…AUTHOR 
E-Book…log-on www.cathiwatson.com...click on books and 
voila…you‟re there. Move over Ponce de Leon, I have discovered 
the secrets to the Fountain of Youth! 
 
“CHOICES‟ secrets of a sizzling sensational senior…Author 
‟CHOICES‟ will rock your world, for everyone ages 20 & 
beyond…Under construction. 
 
INTERNATIONALLY  known speaker… 
Created a GLOBAL PRESENCE as guest speaker on Int‟l Cruise 
Ships (17yrs) 
 
I WENT, I CONQUERED… what an exhilarating experience! 
Selected from applicants World Wide to present my “Simply 
Ageless for Life‟ seminars as the guest of the Malaysian 
Government, presented in Kuala Lumpur, Penang, and Langkawi 
…talk about DIVERSITY! 
 
Featured in Japanese Wall Street Journal…March, 2000… 
re: Chicago CAN TV SHOWS. 
Photo and Article appeared in the Nippon Keizai Shimbun-Nikkei 
News. 
 



Exercise Evangelist/Mentor 
50th Anniversary…1956-2006… 

Partnered with 
 The President‟s Council on Physical Fitness & Sports. 

MISSION: TO GET AMERICA MOVING! 
And 

President‟s Challenge Advocate 
 

AWARDS… 
 

2006…The Presidential Active Lifestyle Award 
 

MEDALS 
BRONZE…SILVER…GOLD 

 
2007… The President‟s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports 

Community Leadership Award 
 

 May 28, 2010 
Earned  the Platinum Challenge…1/2 million points…(500,000 ) 

 
Aug 17, 2010…earned my 40,000 points…Bronze Award 

Dec 1, 2010 earned my 90,000 points…Silver Award 
2011…75% on my way to earning the Gold Award…160,000 points. 

 

2006 Nintendo Ageless Award… 
It is my honor to include you among the one hundred Americans 

chosen this year to receive a 2006 Nintendo Ageless Award. 
 

The Ageless Award is given to those whose efforts, energy, and ambition 
embody the spirit of agelessness in many fields of endeavor. 

 
After an exhaustive search we have chosen you because your unbounded 

enthusiasm sets such a positive example for all ages. 
 

Your devotion to challenging the limits of what one can accomplish is 
remarkable.  You are a living example of the philosophy that 

Abraham Lincoln espoused: 
“It‟s not the years in your life that count, 

It‟s the life in your years.” 
 

With admiration and best wishes for continuing your pursuits, 
I am sincerely yours, 

 
Amber McCollom…Senior Manager, Public Relations 



DECEMBER 12, 2006 
 
 
 

FROM THE DESK OF MARIA PAPPAS 
ILLINOIS COOK COUNTY TREASURER 

 
 

Dear Cathi: 
 
It is a pleasure and an honor to congratulate you for your selection as one 
of 100 Americans to receive a 2006 Nintendo Ageless Award. 
 
Clearly, your commitment to broadcast communication coupled with your 
boundless energy make you a most worthy recipient of the Award.  In work 
and spirit, you represent agelessness perfectly. 
 
The example you set is unforgettable to any who have had the privilege to 
witness it.  The world needs your voice, dedication, spirit and ability to look 
at boundaries and clear them with room to spare. 
 
Please continue doing what you do.  You are a diva with a purpose, and 
your admirers know and love it. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Maria Pappas 
Cook County Treasurer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Produced-Narrated…CD (8 mins) 

THIS IS AN ORIGINAL WORK OF Cathi Watson 
 

IRONWORKERS, WHAT A NOBLE PROFESSION… 
BALLET ON THE BEAM 
 
My Analogy on the “Classics and Creative Construction… 
 
BALLET…The Art of Body Discipline.  Encouraging change, forming and 
molding the body. 
 
IRONWORKERS…The Art of Creative Construction beginning with 
blueprints, following a disciplined path to achieve a WORK OF ART. 
 
HAUTE COUTURE…The World of High Fashion, exquisite, beautiful 
expressions, colors.  The effect of many hours behind-the-scenes in 
creating, designing, a mutual labor of love. 
 
IRONWORKERS…The beauty of their work buried, never to be seen by the 
naked eye.  The pride and dedication is in the end result, buildings, 
monuments, bridges and factories that stand the test of time. 
 
THE CELEBRATION… 
 
The “BOW”...BRAVO, acknowledging acclaim for a brilliant Ballet 
performance and fashion production. 
 
The “TOPPING OUT” ceremony after a construction project has been 
completed…LET THE PARTY BEGIN! 
 
Similarities abound in the Classics and Creative Construction and yet are 
worlds apart. 
 
The Lyric Opera House in Chicago, 1929.  Home to famous Ballet 
Companies and Opera Lovers.  My favorite Ballet, Tchaikovsky‟s 
“Swan Lake”.  The Paux a Deux, a magnificent tribute to the male dancers‟ 
athleticism and strength while performing a series of grand jetes.  The 
Swan‟s graceful movements are breathtaking and pay homage to years of 
arduous training. 
 
The Airie Crown Theatre/Auditorium, built in 1960 where Global Designers 
present their latest creations to the World….”Glissade, gliding down the 
runway wearing the latest fashions with all eyes upon me and my 
possibilities.” 
 



The Lyric Opera House, the Airie Crown, The Freedom Tower, The Trump 
Tower are testimonies and witness to the Art Form and Dedication of 
Ironworkers and Construction Workers. 
 
 

Under Construction…DVD…Ironworkers, their art buried 

never to be seen by the naked eye…super-imposing ballet dancers.  Goal 
to offer it to the World! 
 
 
There‟s so much more but check me out on 
 

WEB/BLOG…www.cathiwatson.com 
 
 

Cathi Watson, Chicago Bred & Born….. 
 

MY PASSION, MY MISSION, MY DREAM…  
 
Imagine, Featured/Showcased ..Local, National, World Wide  
 
“A DARING, FEARLESS DYNAMIC DIVA without BOUNDRIES… 

 

be still my heart! 
(RETIREMENT, NOT AN OPTION!) 

 
Live Your Life Like its Golden! 
 

Cathi 

 
Cathi Watson 
P.O. BOX  95913 
Schaumburg, IL  60195 
 
Fax:  847-882-3869 
BLOG…www.cathiwatson.com 
 
 
 

THERE‟S MORE… 

 



 

A 
 

                  Tribute 

 

                      To 
 

        W 

                  O  

      M 

         E 

           

             N 
 

Celebrating Beauty and Achievement 

At any AGE! 



 
Did you ever dream of being on the runway in a Beauty Pageant?  YOU DID, 

so DID I!  I thought about it when I was younger, but raising a family, 
pursuing a career, being chief-cook and bottle washer, chauffeuring, you 

name it, there just wasn‟t any time.  Now, I‟M JUST TOO OLD…WHAT 
TALENTS DO I HAVE ANYWAY.  SOUND FAMILIAR?  That‟s what most 

women would say to themselves, but it‟s just not true. 
NOT TODAY IT ISN‟T! 

 
“Beauties of America” celebrating beauty & achievement at any 
age!..Ages…teens through age 60 AND BEYOND. 
 

ALLOW ME TO SET THE STAGE… 
 

LIGHTS…MUSIC…CAMERAS 
AND NOW 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN 
I PRESENT TO YOU THE WINNERS OF THE 

1998 „BEAUTIES OF AMERICA PAGEANT‟ 

 
Your heart is pounding, your palms are sweating and your whole life 
flashes before you.  You‟re thinking, was my private interview with the 
judges impressive…did I look half-way toned during active 
sportswear…was I regal in my evening gown…did I answer the on-stage  
question with confidence and credibility, OH GOD, WHAT AM I DOING 
HERE!  I think I‟m going to faint, but wait, not yet.  YOU, CATHi  Watson 
from Chicago WON!  You‟ve been selected as the 1998 „BEAUTIES OF 
AMERICA‟S 60s NATIONAL WINNER!‟  No time to faint. 
 
Think Pageants are fluff, think again.  Move over actors, actresses, 
musicians, singers and athletes and make room for PAGEANT 
CONTESTANTS.  The work and training that goes into a Pageant is 
Indescribable. 
 
Participating in a Pageant is LIFE-CHANGING and most would agree, A 
PROCESS IN PERSONAL GROWTH. 
 
 
 

2000…. 

Selected to represent Illinois in the 

 Ms. Illinois Senior America Pageant.   
The Pageant was held in Reno, Nevada. 

 



 

What does it take to Qualify in Pageants. 
 

WOMEN OF SUBSTANCE… 
HIGH MORAL STANDARDS… 

 
 

Character, Charm, Confidence equals 
 

„BEAUTY AND ACHIEVEMENT AT ANY AGE!‟ 
 

 
I have a passion about championing the talent, integrity and character that 
women possess. 

 
Women all ages, everywhere, celebrate your uniqueness. 

 

YOU‟RE BEAUTIFUL 
INSIDE AND OUT! 

 
 

For The Pageant that‟s a match for you, 
Google…”Beauty Pageants” 

 
 

STAY BEAUTIFUL! 
 

Cathi 
Cathi Watson 
‘The Elixir of Youth” 

secrets of a Spring Chicken 



 
 

RE: “The Elixir” of Youth, secrets of a spring chicken 

Cathi Watson-Author 

How exciting  to improve  

the quality of life that sadly eludes many simply 

because “they don’t know what to do!” 

 

READ ON 
 

 When I was fifty someone asked why I didn‟t write a book, I 

replied, „about what.‟  Shortly after in conversation with Bob, our 

youngest son, I said I was considering writing a book on „how-to-slow-

down-aging.‟  Bob rolled his eyes to the heavens and said, „Mom, you‟re 

not old enough, you need to wait, you‟ll know when the TIME IS 

RIGHT.”  At fifty, you‟ve not experienced enough of life to write about 

the phenomenon of aging…hmmm, out of the mouths of babes.  So, 

VOILA, twenty some years later, “The Elixir of Youth” secrets of a 

spring chicken sprang to life. 

 

 The “Elixir” is a prototype of my secrets and recipes for life 

emphasizing glamorous, healthy living encouraging the reader to refire 

not retire their passion in life. 

 

 I want to be upfront with you, I do not hold a PD.D…MD or any 

degree.  I‟ve been fortunate to experience life on lay-mans terms with all 

the twists, turns, disappointments and challenges with intelligent 

visionary and futuristic insights. I‟ve bared my soul and secrets in “The 

Elixir.”  Five and ½ decades (55 yrs) in research and development.  Yes, 

we‟re living longer, but not necessarily better. “The Elixir” is a road 

map directing and educating regardless of gender, age and ethnicity. 
 

 “The Elixir” secret recipes offer help and hope.  Limber joints 

without Aleve. Page 22…Facial & Tongue Stretch Exercises, as we age 

we begin to slur our words, no darlings, it‟s not loose dentures IT‟S A 

LAZY TONGUE…Page 29…Face it, do you like what you see in the 

mirror…Page 26…Your Power of Presence, Stress-Busters…Laugh 

your way to Health & Beauty…Page 47 and soooo much more! 

 



 TO RE-CAP…How exciting it would be to IMPROVE THE 

QUALITY OF LIFE THAT SADLY ELUDES MANY SIMPLY 

BECAUSE THEY  DON‟T KNOW WHAT TO DO! 

 

 ACCORDING TO SON, BOB…THE TIME IS RIGHT! 

 

 I would love to pursue this journey with you, please respond, 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Cathi Watson 

e-mail…cathistudio@sbcglobal.net 

BLOG…www.cathiwatson.com 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

               





 


